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From foggy to clear



The importance of clear writing

The communication activities of the 
Commission should be organised to provide 
clear, consistent and transparent 
information to citizens, explaining the 
Commission’s priorities, policies and 
initiatives. […] to engage citizens on the 
ground, in their communities and regions 
and in a language that they understand.

— Commission President von der Leyen



Clear writing makes sense

…for our organisation

…for our readers

…in practice



Making sense in our organisation



"The waffle and jargon used by the Minister for Health 
during this interview (and on many other occasions) 
leads to an air of suspicion around the trustworthiness 
of what is being said."



Reading is voluntary, so people must

• Want to read

• Be able to read

• Trust what they read

Making sense for our readers



Making sense for our readers



Most old-fashioned economists are 
very theoretical, but these days, a large 
fraction of economics is really very 
nuts-and-bolts, looking at subjects like 
education or health, or at the effects of 
immigration or the effects of wage 
policies. These are really very, very 
simple things. So, my big contribution 
was to oversimplify the field.

— Nobel Prize winner David Card



Clear writing for Better Regulation



EBCG 2.0.

EU border control — a stronger European Border and 

Coast Guard Agency (Frontex).

Amendment to Impl. Reg. (EU) No 844/2012 to adapt 

the renewal procedure in view of the new criteria for 

ED properties.

Pesticide approval — new criteria for endocrine-

disrupting active substances.



Making sense in practice



Resources for drafters



Clear writing makes sense!

DGT-CLEAR-WRITING@ec.europa.eu


